
2/25/2013 1:06 Taking RNA Drops for quite some time.
Still have heart burn. No results.
10 drops, twice a day.

Can create whole new body in 7 years.
It takes about 3 months to exchange red blood cells in your
body.
Might be premature to say nothing is happening.
Tell me about your skin.
Change in skin on the soles of your feet.
Feet might be a little softer.
Keep having pin pricks. Feels like an insect bite.
Wakes me up at night.
Bites before RNA Drops.
Reason for taking RNA Drops is take away pin pricks?
Stingy nerve sensation.
Had shingles on left side.
Layering effect.
Electrolytes must be in balance. Pin prick symptoms could be
that the body wants some magnesium to make things work
better.

Might not be enough but what I'll tell you to do is get some

Apply magnesium and saturate tissues, your skin, that way.

What's hard in your life  to digest?

Get the ones you chew, like ecological formulas.
Chew before meal or when you feel symptoms.
Medications like that will take out your magnesium.
Get back to getting rid of heartburn first.
Do the DGL licorice.

Things you are taking aren't going to work that well for you.
Start with the DGL licorice. Come back next week.
Give a progress report.
Clay poultice on eye for edema and cataracts.
I'm okay where I am. I just want more. Take the pressure off.

15:22
Not having results.

body for perfect cells.
Helpful for DNA replication.
What influenced you to get the Drops.
Bob looks so young at 90. He talked about D-Cell and RNA Drops.
Drops sound pretty incredible.

Taking ReAline with it. 1/day

How much ReMag you are taking? 4 ml

epsom salts and put them in a bath.

2 cups epsom salt in a bath. Soak 30 minutes.
On Prilosec. 

DGL licorice is as good as Prilosec.

Bentonite clay away from food, or it will absorb nutrients.

What does ReAline do?

ReAline is two amino acids that help give building blocks to the



Go to 2012rnaradio.com and listen to the archives.
Also come on the show and the Payday show.
We don't get a chance to talk about what we want.
Speak the miracles you want.
Just observing what happens.
Words we say create our reality.
Speak to the angels because they are here to serve us and
bring us what we want.
Mastery of our lives to bring us what we want.
Be proactive instead of waiting.
I'm a perfect human being, taking Drops, 144,000 double strands
are happening. I'm just waiting to notice it.
Coming into your power is about accepting you have it.
Speak the words to your friends, to your pets, on the shows.
Money flows freely and easily to me.
Encourage your gratitude practice.
The Drops are doing what they are doing.

24:12 Lots of changes going on in my life, like moving.
You are going through stressful things, but you are not stressed
out, family says.
Floating through changes every day.
Hurt arm when pulling suitcase. Haven't been to a doctor.
Transition radio show and used Drops topically on shoulder.
Left elbow, right handed. Anything going on with parents or
children.
Totally biology says elbows is conflict with work.
Fear of interaction with TSA.
Talk to elbow about listening to it about the conflict about work.
Mind places the conflict in an appropriate body part.
Don't need body part to give out to get the message.

Let us know how that goes.
Epsom salt baths. Not as easy as putting a couple of drops on
the area.

32:37 Lack of stomach acid.
Might consider hydrochloric acid tablets with protein.
Possible food allergies.
Tablespoon or two of apple cider vinegar before a meal.
Most people with heartburn have an alkaline stomach.
Then, don't absorb minerals.

Same size as cell mineral ion channels.
Can't be seen under electron microscope.
No laxative effect.
Not even hitting my intestines.
Compounds. Ionic molecule of magnesium is bound to 
something.

ReNew usually is used topically because  it's more powerful.
Put ReMag on the area. Allow body to go back into balance.

Pico-Ionic Magnesium absorption. Absorption due to the size.



They are going to be of different sized.

breaks off and goes into the channel.
39:17 Put it on my face. Had itchy, red, puffy flaky patches appear

next to my eyes.
Scaled back, and they receded.
Now, it's reappeared on the eyelids.

face.
Have had issues with candida overgrowth in the past.
Having other symptoms - gas, bloating, etc.

This morning I had the thought - maybe this is the RNA Drops
working to expel all this rogue candida out of my body.
It will happen again and relax and allow it.
People totally aren't into 100% of relax and allow.
We're in transition.
Too much for their mind or body to handle.
You run into the wall of how much you want to put up with 
the symptoms.
Reach a balance of how much you want to eat and how you 
want to feel. It's a push and pull.
Happier and healthier when I eat a better diet.

Hard for your sensitive tissues to work with.
RNA Drops is in olive oil is because RNA Drops works well with
it.

Plain coconut oil which is anti-fungal around your eyes.
That will lubricate but may clog. 
Burn on hand. Got mind out of the way and said it's fine.
It turned white, and I said, "On RNA Drops, it's fine."

Created some contrast you can play with.
Body reminds me when I need magnesium.
If you are kind of deficient in magnesium, you'll super
activate your enzymes systems. They'll demand more.
You'll feel revved up.
Opened too many taps at the same time.
You can slow it down. It's a controlled energy that you do want.

55:40

2012rnaradio.com under Ask Dr. Dean there's a power

Sulfur amino acids that balance out RNA.
Acts as dump truck to carry out wastes.

Compound broken down to pico-ionic size. Magnesium

Used a little ReNew in my cocoa butter cream and used it on my

Neverminding it until it dissipates.

ReNew is 10x the potency of RNA Drops.

Cocoa butter and ReNew don't get absorbed by skin.
Ozonated olive oil works well.
Talk to iON yourself and figure out what the best plan for you is.

Just left a little red spot which I put  ReNew on.

Can you talk about ReAline?
ReAline is a sulfur amino acid compound.

point on Taurine.



Take with food two times a day as a regular dose.
Proportionately increase related to amount of drops.

Protocol for being who we really are.
Nutrition should be geared toward cell signaling.
Not giving maximum opportunity to express cell fully.

1:02:20
RNA Drops will help body become self-sustaining.
Electronically charged magnetically vibrationally balanced
beings that we really are created to be.

1:03:57 Dump truck, cellulite, cellular signaling

a month.
Dr. Carolyn suggests both, as they are created to work
together.
Go to YouTube so they can make an informed decision.

Cellulite - balancer

Magnesium, ReAline, ReLyte - critical for balance.

Would it be okay to just take RNA Drops after ReAline for 
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